
COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS 
FOR DATA PROTECTION

ADVANTAGES OF 
SECUREPRO

The Importance Of Security In Today’s Environment

Privacy is no longer something only spies need to worry about. Everyone 
from casual end-users to SMEs to international corporations recognizes the 
need for data security. Apacer is an expert in the field of industrial SSDs, 
and security is one of our key focuses. We offer a range of security options 
in both hardware and software, and can customize data protection to meet 
the needs of any budget. 

Where Software and Hardware Come Together

With the goal of data protection in mind, Apacer has developed a suite of 
technology solutions that customers around the world already trust. The 
following chart shows the elements that make up Apacer’s SecurePro 
package. 

‧Disk erasure at varying levels of    
    intensity, including NSA standard

‧Disk destruction, for when even 
    intense erasure is not enough

‧Security key implementation

‧Disk writing and reading protection

‧Instant KeychangeTM crypto erasure

‧128- or 256-bit encryption 

Software

CoreEraser

‧Class 1 Quick Erase

‧Class 2 Full  Erase

‧Class 3 Mil Erase

Instant
KeychangeTM

‧Crypto erasure

Core Destroyer

‧Firmware Destruction

CoreProtector

‧Security Key

‧Write Protect 

‧Device Protect

Hardware
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‧Write Protect 
‧Instant KeychangeTM

‧Full Erase
‧Physical Destruction 
‧Mil Erase



HOW IT WORKS - SOFTWARE

HOW IT WORKS ‒ HARDWARE

CoreProtector
CoreProtector is divided into three independent sections. The first is the Security Key, which creates a security key to 
safeguard data. Without this key, users cannot access any data on the drive. The second section is Write Protect. When 
this is enabled, users cannot write new data to the drive. The final section is Drive Protect, which prevents users from 
changing any access status parameters on the drive. 

Physical Destruction
The hardware also offers a Physical Destruction function. Since executing this function causes 
permanent and irreversible damage to the hardware, it could be seen as even more thorough 
than the similarly named software function. The hardware Physical Destruction function can 
be triggered via one of four methods: a PIN (using GPIO technology), a slide switch, a header 
jumper or a wafer connector. Whichever method is used, the result will be the same. 
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Instant KeychangeTM
Apacer’s drives can include a functionality that encrypts data using AES 128- or 256-bit encryption. To perform an 
Instant KeychangeTM function, a user command can be triggered via software. The encrypted data can never be accessed 
once the original key is destroyed. And destroying the original key and creating a new one takes less than a second.   

CoreEraser
Like CoreProtector, CoreEraser is divided into three sections. The first option, Quick Erase, is most useful when speed is 
the most important factor. Full Erase is more thorough, although also more time consuming, and MIL Erase offers 
overwriting features that ensure data is deeply and thoroughly scrubbed from the drive. 

CoreDestroyer
The CoreDestroyer functionality is a software function that renders the entire SSD unusable. This option is preferable in 
cases where the SSD is about to fall into the hands of an unauthorized user.

Instant KeychangeTM
If desired, the Instant KeychangeTM function can also be 
trigged via hardware.  

Full Erase
Full Erase is, as the name might suggest, essentially the 
same as  the Class 2 Full Erase function in software. This is 
a hardware trigger that erases all existing data stored on 
the drive. 



For more information, contact your Apacer representative

Write Protect
Write Protect, as a hardware function, is also similar to the software function with a similar name. 

NSA 9-12 Mil Erase
Lastly, NSA 9-12 Mil Erase is a function that erases the drive according to the standards laid down by the National 
Security Agency of the United States. This is a time-consuming but deep erase function that also includes overwriting 
the drive with random data for extra protection. Apacer can also incorporate other military erasure standards, including 
DoD 5220.22-M, NSA Manual 130-2, USA AF AFFSSI 5020, USA Army 380-19, USA Navy NAVSO P-5239-26 and IREC 
(IRIG) 106.
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Command

Password

Method

Pattern

Auto-Resume

Vendor-specific command

X

V

NSA 9-12
Apacer Mil Erase

Apacer Full Erase

X

Erase

0xFF & 0x00

V

Vendor-specific 
command

Erase + Overwrite

0x21

Hardware Commands and Functions


